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“The Lake of the Ozarks Shootout is the largest unsanctioned
boat race in the US, named one of the nation’s eight ‘must-see’
boating events according to Powerboat Magazine.”

Picture  this:  a  serene  lake  with  a  backdrop  of  captivating
landscapes, suddenly disrupted by a powerful surge of energy,
the  sound  of  an  engine  roaring,  and  water  spraying  in  all
directions. This isn’t just any boating event; it’s the stage
for  an  electric  revolution.  The  esteemed  Vision  Marine
Technologies  Inc.  (NASDAQ:  VMAR)  is  teaming  up  with  the
legendary three-time boat racing world champion, Shaun Torrente.
Their goal? To break previous speed barriers at the iconic 35th
Edition of The Lake of The Ozarks Shootout, set for August 26th
& 27th, 2023.

Remember the buzz last year when the boating world sat up,
amazed at the breaking of the 109-mph speed record? Well, this
year promises to be even more exhilarating. With Shaun Torrente
steering  the  vessel,  and  the  brains  of  Vision  Marine,  Alex
Mongeon and Xavier Montagne, supporting him, this trio is bound
to make waves.

But Vision Marine is not just about making a splash in speed
records. Their dedication lies in bringing a change – to make
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boating  cleaner,  quieter,  and  sustainable.  Their  E-Motion™
Technology is pioneering a green shift in the boating realm,
ushering in an era where boats aren’t just about luxury or
speed, but also about responsibility.

Lake of the Ozarks, with its spellbinding beauty, will not just
be a race track but a showcase of the future. The E-Motion™
boats, especially the remarkable Four Winns H2e E-Motion™ 180 E-
equipped model, are bound to steal the limelight. For those
curious souls, representatives from Four Winns will be at hand,
alongside their trusted partner Surdyke, ready to quench your
thirst for knowledge.

The H2e, stemming from a collaboration between Four Winns and
Vision  Marine,  is  not  just  any  boat.  It’s  an  emblem  of
modernity,  functionality,  and  sustainability.  Boasting  a  top
speed of 35 knots (40mph), its smart digital display is the
cherry  on  top,  making  marine  navigation,  entertainment,  and
connectivity a breeze.

For those who won’t be able to witness this spectacle at Lake of
the Ozarks, fret not. Vision Marine will be gracing the Paris
Boat Show with its presence, and soon after, Four Winns will
showcase the H2e at the Miami International Boat Show.

In essence, the collaboration between Shaun Torrente and Vision
Marine isn’t just a fleeting event; it’s the beginning of a
sustainable chapter in boat racing. As the date nears, the world
watches,  with  baited  breath,  for  a  new  chapter  in  boating
history.


